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chapter 13

Bereket Bargains: Islamic Amulets in Today’s “New
Turkey”
Christiane Gruber

Among the occult arts, amulets have proved especially popular in Turkey over
the course of the past decade. They draw upon Ottoman-Islamic talismanic
and devotional traditions while extending Mediterranean and Anatolian folk
cultures into new commercial and religious terrain. Most important among
such amulets are “blessing cards” (bereket kartelası), depictions of the prophet
Muḥammad’s relics, and evil-averting glass beads known as “eye beads” (nazar
boncuğu). While these talismanic items are widely found in Turkish stores and
homes, they are most often offered for sale in “hajj goods” (hac malzemeleri)
shops located close to Islamic shrines and mosques, especially the tomb complex of Eyüp in Istanbul (Figure 13.1). These shops of devotional goods cater to
pilgrims and visitors who wish to purchase souvenirs and wares, such as prayer
garb and rugs, rosaries, and other objects enabling the fulfilment of religious
rites.
Cheap and portable, blessing cards are believed to convey to their owners and viewers mystic virtue or blessings (Turkish, bereket; Arabic, baraka).
Moreover, if made as pocketsize laminated sheets, their rectos tend to depict
the Prophet’s verbal icon (hilye), his relics, the “seal of prophecy,” Qurʾanic
verses, and devotional prayers to be recited on various occasions. On their
versos, their many virtues ( faziletler) are enumerated, including protection
from gossiping neighbors and a painful birth. At times, Muḥammad’s relics—
especially his “seal of prophecy,” footprint, and sandalprint—are made also
as pendants and turban hats, to be worn in direct contact with the body
of the faithful. As three-dimensional objects, such amulets pay witness to
human urges toward embodiment and physical intimacy, all while reviving
older Ottoman Prophet-centered pietistic practices.1 Moreover, the production
of eye beads thrives in Turkey, catering to local consumers and foreign tourists. These beads draw upon both Islamic and non-Islamic beliefs concerned

1 On this topic, see Christiane Gruber, The Praiseworthy One: The Prophet Muhammad in Islamic
Texts and Images (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2019), 252–309.
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figure 13.1
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Religious-goods shops surrounding the Eyüp shrine complex, Istanbul, August
2015
Photograph by the author

with diverting and neutralizing the evil eye. In recent years, however, they have
become increasingly “Islamized” via the replacement of the eye-bead’s pupil
with Arabic-script calligraphic inscriptions of Qurʾanic verses.
Today’s boom in the talismanic arts, prophetic relics, and eye beads in Turkey
has benefited from several factors: a neoliberal market saturated with cheap
commodities, the revival of Ottoman cultural and artistic traditions for both
local consumers and the tourist trade, and the overt Islamization of the Turkish public sphere as undertaken by the ruling Justice and Development Party
(AKP). Following official discourse and efforts, this “New Turkey” (Yeni Türkiye)
seeks to inculcate religious morality at both the individual and political level,
thereby raising a new “pious generation” of committed citizens.2 Over the past
few years, the Islamic (and Islamized) occult arts in Turkey respond to these
forces at the popular level while also shining new light on the flexible and everevolving nature of the occult arts in Islamic lands.
2 Daren Butler, “With More Islamic Schooling, Erdogan Aims to Reshape Turkey,” Reuters,
25 January 2018, https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special‑report/turkey‑erdogan‑educa
tion/.
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Blessings in Laminate

Amulets dot Turkey’s landscape of popular Islamic devotion, from the largescale Hacı Bayram mosque complex in Ankara to smaller shrines across the
country. In Istanbul proper, the neighborhood of Eyüp hosts wholesale shops
of religious goods that surround the shrine complex of Abū Ayyūb (Eyüp)
al-Anṣārī, the prophet Muḥammad’s standard-bearer who is believed to have
taken part in the first Umayyad siege of Constantinople, in 54–58/674–678.
Upon the Ottoman conquest of the city in 857/1453, the miraculous discovery
of this Muslim warrior’s tomb helped Islamize the city. Thereafter, the Eyüp
neighborhood was further consecrated through Ottoman building activities,
pilgrimage practices, and political rituals, most significant among them visitations to the Prophet’s stone footprint preserved in Eyüp’s tomb and the sultans’
accession ceremonies, which included the “girding of the sword” at the shrine.
Eyüp remains the religious heart of Istanbul throughout the year, in particular
during the holy month of Ramadan.3
Eyüp is a place where officially sanctioned (and largely Sunni) forms of
Islamic practice coexist, and at times collide, with vernacular manifestations
of devotion. For these reasons, activities in and around the shrine have been
a matter of contention for some time. For example, warning signs inform pilgrims and visitors not to tie votive ribbons, light candles, or make offerings at
the sacred site. Besides articulating the proper rules governing shrine visitation,
various state institutions—such as the Eyüp Municipality and the Ministry
of Religious Affairs—have purged the shrine’s surroundings of objectionable
people and articles, including sellers of charms, candles, and other items of
“superstition” (as occurred in 1994).4 In Timur Hammond’s fitting expression,
these “matters of the mosque”5 attempt to delineate and restrict Islam’s fluid
assemblage of beliefs, practices, and objects.

3 For an overview of the Eyüp neighborhood and shrine complex, see Çiğdem Kafescioğlu,
“Eyüp,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 3rd ed.; Çiğdem Kafescioğlu, Constantinopolis/Istanbul: Cultural Encounter, Imperial Vision, and the Construction of the Ottoman Capital (University Park:
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2009), 45–51; and Tülay Artan, ed., Eyüp. Dün-bugün
(Istanbul: Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları, 1994); for a historical-ethnographic study of the shrine
during the modern and contemporary periods in particular, see Timur Hammond, “Mediums
of Belief: Muslim Place Making in 20th-Century Turkey” (PhD diss., University of California,
Los Angeles, 2016).
4 Timur Hammond, “Matters of the Mosque: Changing Configurations of Buildings and Belief
in an Istanbul District,” City: Analysis of Urban Trends, Culture, Theory, Policy, Action 18, no. 6
(2014): 684.
5 Hammond, “Matters of the Mosque,” throughout.
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While such efforts aim to regulate faith and its material dimensions, more
vernacular forms of religious life—that is, of “lived Islam”—continue to thrive.
Around the shrine of Eyüp, charms and candles are indeed gone, but in their
place have appeared other devotional paraphernalia, many of which tread a
careful line between what is deemed official religion and what is censured as
“superstition.” Most widely found are the portable blessing cards (bereket kartelası), which contain religious texts and images printed on laminated paper
(Figure 13.2). In shape, size, and format, many of these hand-held cards closely
follow the format of Turkish state-issued identity cards (nüfus cüzdanı) that
were used before their biometric updating in 2016. The terminology used for
these cards—that is, kartela, which also means “paint swatch”—highlights
the fact that these vademecum Islamic amulets come in a panoply of colors.
The promise of variety largely delivers. As can be seen in Figure 13.2, just one
of these boxes contains a wide range of blessing cards, whose contents include
amuletic designs, healing verses from the Qurʾan (Kur’an’daki şifa ayetleri),
the bilingual Turkish-Arabic enumeration of God’s Beautiful Names (esma-ül
hüsna), meal or food prayers (sofra/yemek duaları), and the basmala. One card
also highlights the merits of writing down the names of the Seven Sleepers of
the Cave (Ashab-ı Kehf ), which are considered especially effective in staving
off headaches, children’s crying, and catastrophic fire.6 Finally, at the bottom
of the box in Figure 13.2, an upside-down bright green sticker inscribed with
God’s and Muḥammad’s names asks its viewer: “What have you done for God
today?” (Bugün Allah için ne yaptın?). This rhetorical question encourages its
pious beholder to perform daily good deeds on behalf of the Lord via a Turkish verbatim translation of a common Christian supplication. This mélange of
Islamic devotional paper goods is eclectic, as it blends excerpts from the Qurʾan
and Islamic occult arts with an entreaty drawn from Christian religious rhetoric.
Blessing cards are a new phenomenon, appearing on the market in about
2011. At the time, a laminated verbal icon—or hilye—of the prophet Muḥammad was issued on the occasion of his birthday (mevlid) celebrations on

6 On the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus and the incorporation of their names into amulets that
are considered especially protective against disaster in the home, on the road, and at sea, see
Venetia Porter, “Amulets Inscribed with the Names of the ‘Seven Sleepers’ of Ephesus in the
British Museum,” in Word of God, Art of Man: The Qurʾan and its Creative Expressions, ed. Fahmida Suleman (Oxford: Oxford University Press in association with the Institute of Ismaili
Studies, 2007), 123–134.
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A box of blessing cards (bereket kartelası) offered for sale at a religious-goods
shop next to the Eyüp shrine complex, Istanbul, August 2016
Photograph by the author
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A laminated “radiant document” (nurani belgesi)
of the prophet Muḥammad in the size and format
of a Turkish state-issued identity card. Laminated
paper. 10.3 × 7.7 cm
Item purchased near the Eyüp shrine
in August 2015 and now in the author’s
collection

12 Rabiʿ I (Figure 13.3).7 While some cards identify this type of latter-day hilye as
a personal identification card (nüfus cüzdanı), others, such as the example illustrated in Figure 13.3, bear the description “radiant document” (nurani belgesi).8
7 Numerous articles about Muḥammad’s hilye card can be found on Turkish news websites
by searching for “Hz. Muhammed’e nüfus cüzdanı.” For a critical discussion of these types
of Turkish identity cards and state-sponsored religious practices in Turkey today, see Yılmaz Özdil, “İnsanda biraz utanma olur,” Sözcü, 2017, http://www.sozcu.com.tr/2017/yazarlar/
yilmaz‑ozdil/insanda‑biraz‑utanma‑olur‑1743213/.
8 The expression nurani belgesi is linguistically awkward, suggesting that the card’s manufacturer was not fully conversant in either Arabic or Ottoman Turkish.
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Often, Muḥammad’s seal impression and a roundel of his calligraphed name
fill the upper left corner of the card, in lieu of a Turkish citizen’s photographic
portrait. The Kaʿba and a rose accompany this synecdochal and scripted “portrait” of Muḥammad, offering viewers further visual allegories for the Prophet
through a sacred geographic marker and heavenly scented flower—a mode of
iconotextual representation that effectively skirts the thorny issue of figural
depiction.9
In addition to these visuals, the front of the card provides textual information about Muḥammad’s parents and grandparents, his birth and death places
and dates, and the place and date of his appointment to prophecy (peygamberlik). On the back, the Prophet’s “radiant document” also notes his civil status
as married; his religion as Islam; his tribe as Qurayshi; the color of his face
as “radiant” (nurani) and “glowing” (parlak); his eyes and hair as black; and
his size as not too tall and not too short—all physical descriptors traditionally
found in Islamic hilye texts and Ottoman hilye paintings and panels.10 The identity card’s number (kimlik no.) also is given as 124000-313-25-5-1, which stands
for the number of monotheistic prophets (124,000), apostles (313), Muslim
prophets (25), leading Abrahamic prophets (Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus,
and Muḥammad), and the last prophet of all, Muḥammad. Through charged
numerical symbolism, this contemporary Turkish “radiant document” serves
to celebrate Muḥammad’s Prophetic pedigree and supreme standing in a long
line of illustrious apostles sent by God to humankind.
Once purchased, these mass-produced items are carried in pockets and
hung on walls in the hopes of securing protection and blessings to individuals, homes, stores, and restaurants. Just like monumental calligraphic hilyes,
9

10

On Ottoman traditions of describing and depicting the Prophet as a rose, see Christiane
Gruber, “The Rose of the Prophet: Floral Metaphors in Late Ottoman Devotional Art,”
in Envisioning Islamic Art and Architecture: Essays in Honor of Renata Holod, ed. David
Roxburgh (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 227–254; and on the hilye as an iconotextual design, see
İrvin Cemil Schick, “The Content of Form: Islamic Calligraphy between Text and Representation,” in Sign and Design: Script as Image in Cross-Cultural Perspective (300–1600CE),
ed. Brigitte Miriam Bedos-Rezak and Jeffrey Hamburger (Washington, DC: Dumbarton
Oaks, 2016), 173–194; and İrvin Cemil Schick, “The Iconicity of Islamic Calligraphy in Turkey,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 53–54 (Spring–Autumn 2008): 211–224.
On Ottoman hilyes, see Faruk Taşkale and Hüseyin Gündüz, Hz. Muhammed’in Özellikleri: Hat sanatında hilye-i şerîfe/Characteristics of the Prophet Muhammed in Calligraphic
Art (Istanbul: Kültür Yayınları, 2006); Mohamed Zakariya, “The Hilye of the Prophet
Muhammad,” Seasons (Autumn–Winter 2003–2004): 13–22; and Nabil Safwat, The Art of
the Pen: Calligraphy of the 14th to 20th Centuries. Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art,
vol. 5 (New York: Nour Foundation in association with Azimuth Editions and Oxford University Press, 1992), 46–68.
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these portable verbal icons serve as meditative devices to help viewers recall
and meditate upon the Prophet’s presence and being. Ever since the eleventh/seventeenth century, calligraphic hilyes have also functioned as talismans
in Ottoman and Turkish lands. The reasons for their perceived prophylactic
power are two-fold: first, like the Qurʾan, the Prophet himself is considered
a prime “talismanic force,”11 and, second, a hadith (of opaque origin) records
Muḥammad encouraging his followers to contemplate his resemblance (ḥilya)
after his death in order to “feel as if they have seen me.” This hadith goes on to
encourage believers to kiss and rub the Prophet’s countenance (ḥilya) to secure
protection from hardship and disease.12
Another laminated hilye card, offered for purchase in Eyüp in August 2016,
expands upon these details. On its verso, it enumerates the noble icon’s virtue
(Hilye-i Şerif’in fazileti).13 The text encourages the owner to read, look at, and
carry this Prophetic talisman in order to activate its dormant powers: “Whosoever looks at it from below with love will be protected from hell and the
tortures of the grave. Whosoever carries it at their side will be granted a pavilion in heaven by God. Whosoever carries it above them will be saved from all
disasters. And whosoever reads it will be granted what they desire within forty
days.” These modern, miniature hilyes thus function as visual aids for pious contemplation and as talismans containing a mystic virtue that is thought to be
unleashed by ritualized reading, viewing, and bearing.
What are the origins of such laminated blessing cards, how are they used
in everyday life, and from what forces are they believed to protect individuals
in today’s Turkey? Although they seem novel, they represent an outgrowth of
pre-modern Islamic occult traditions as these intersect with late Ottoman calligraphic arts. Moreover, from the mid-fourteenth/twentieth century on, many
similar postcards were issued as colored prints. These often depict the Prophet’s
hilye, Qurʾanic chapters and verses deemed especially protective, and other
talismanic devices. Some of these postcards are imprinted with the expression,
“May your holiday be blessed” (Bayramınız kutlu olsun). Some stamped postcards that survive today include the writers’ handwritten notes wishing their
addressees a happy Bayram or ʿĪd al-Fiṭr (Feast of Breaking the Fast), which
marks the end of the holy month of Ramadan.

11
12
13

W.E. Staples, “Muhammad, a Talismanic Force,” The American Journal of Semitic Languages
and Literatures 57, no. 1 (1940): 63–70.
Taşkale and Gündüz, Hz. Muhammed’in Özellikleri, 18.
This card, now in the author’s collection, depicts the hilye surrounded by basmalas on its
recto.
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While such items were and are given as gifts to celebrate the end of Ramadan, the Prophet’s birthday, and other Islamic holidays, they also circulate outside of religious festivities. Indeed, these blessing cards can be acquired or
offered at any time during the calendar year and so are widely found in quotidian settings: for instance, nestled in an individual’s pocket or wallet, affixed
to the front and rear windows of cars, taxis, and buses, or hung on the walls
of homes, stores, and restaurants. These light, portable, and easy-to-use amuletic items thus prosper in diverse contexts, from the personal to the domestic
and commercial. Whether carried on the body or pasted to a surface, they are
believed to protect from disease and disaster, avert the evil eye, and strengthen
vulnerable areas such as a vehicle’s windows or a building’s doors, which are
thought particularly susceptible to negative energies and dangerous forces.
Not infrequently, various blessing cards and laminated magnets are accumulated for optimal talismanic effect. Such is the case for a popular restaurant
in the Beyoğlu area of Istanbul, where amuletic cards and magnets ornament
a wall behind the food dishes laid out before customers (Figure 13.4). From
the top row to the bottom appear a beautifully calligraphed basmala; the “eye
verse” (nazar ayeti), the Qurʾanic verse (68:51) that mentions the harmful eyes
of enemies, topped by an evil-averting blue eye bead (nazar boncuğu); a swirling disk of thirty-five basmalas said to be the “means to prosperity and blessing” (rızık ve berekete vesiledir); a magnet containing three Qurʾanic excerpts,
that is, the “ant-blessing prayer” (karınca bereket duası), which contains invocations to God, the Prophet, and the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, the “eye verse”
(nazar ayeti), and the “Throne Verse” (ayetel kürsi), the latter a Qurʾanic passage
that praises God’s omnipotence (2:255). These verses—most especially āyat
al-kursī—count among the Qurʾan’s pre-eminent “verses of protection” (āyāt
al-ḥifẓ).14 For these reasons, they are believed to provide blessings and protection, especially against the evil eye. These talismans highlight the widespread
paraliturgical use of the Qurʾan against malefic intention in Turkey, a practice
that stretches back centuries to the holy text—itself God’s divine speech offer14

Āyat al-kursī is widely recited as a cure-all formula (Francesca Leoni, “Sacred Words, Sacred Power: Qurʾanic and Pious Phrases as Sources of Healing and Protection,” in Power
and Protection: Islamic Art and the Supernatural, ed. Francesca Leoni [Oxford: Ashmolean
Museum, 2016], 57). For instance, during the early decades of the fourteenth/twentieth
century, Bess Allen Donaldson recorded Iranian practices involving āyat al-kursī, such as
the bending and unbending of the fingers of both hands in order to follow the rhythm
of the verse’s ten pauses (Bess Allen Donaldson “The Koran as Magic,” Muslim World 27
[1937]: 264). James Robson recorded the use of āyat al-kursī to quiet crying children and
to cure epilepsy (James Robson, “Magic Cures in Popular Islam,” Muslim World 24 [1934]:
34 and 36).
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Cards and magnets displaying a variety of Islamic
amulets, affixed to a wall in a restaurant located
in Beyoğlu, Istanbul
Photograph taken by the author in
January 2018

ing both “healing and mercy” (17:82). These amulets are based on the scriptural
foundations of the faith, and thus “commonly performed talismanic uses of the
Qurʾan stem not from a deviation from the Islamic tradition but arise at the
center of its religious authority.”15

15

Kathleen Malone O’Connor, “Popular and Talismanic Uses of the Qurʾān,” in Encyclopaedia
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Below these textual talismans drawn from Holy Scripture, the middle magnet incorporates several amuletic texts and images, among them the “eye” and
“throne” verses flanking representations of Muḥammad’s traces and personal
effects, in this instance his foot- and sandalprints, strand of hair, noble-seal
impression, and holy mantle. These Prophetic marks and items are believed to
channel the Prophet’s baraka, a theme that will be discussed in greater detail
shortly. Also included in this middle magnet is a wheel-like diagram containing God’s supreme name (Allāh), from which thirty-five basmalas pirouette in
unison. This graphic rendering suggests that the power of the one God pivots
outwardly, like rays of sun.
For its part, the basmala often is written as an incipit to a document—
including all Qurʾanic suras—and uttered aloud by an individual embarking on
an activity or endeavor. As an opening and easing praise-formula whose genealogy stretches back to holy scripture, it is believed to carry beneficial properties.
Its manifold repetition was (and, in some places, still is) believed to act as an
antidote to poison.16 In contemporary Turkey, many websites, booklets, and
amulets describe its numerous merits ( faziletler).17 For example, one blessing
card depicting the thirty-five basmala wheel includes on its verso the following explanation: “The benefits of the thirty-five noble basmala: If the basmala
is written thirty-five times and hung in the home or workplace, the blessing
of that place increases. The earnings of that place increase. That place will be
protected from jinns, the evil of Satan, fire, and malicious eyes.”18 That the basmala is considered especially effective in countering poison and protecting a
workplace from fire while augmenting its financial income would certainly be
a proposition appealing to a restaurateur.
Moving down the rows of talismans, the lowermost magnet displays ninetynine of God’s “beautiful names” rendered in Arabic script, next to which
appears the Prophet’s “noble countenance” (hilye-i şerif ). The iconotextual
hilye serves to recall the Prophet’s physical and moral features while also channeling his talismanic force, while the enumeration of the names of God is
believed to carry with it numerous advantages, among them securing entry into

16
17
18

of the Qurʾān, ed. Jane Dammen McAuliffe: http://dx.doi.org.proxy.lib.umich.edu/10.1163/
1875‑3922_q3_EQCOM_00152.
Robson, “Magic Cures in Popular Islam,” 36.
See, among others, “Besmele’nin Faziletleri,” Dua Hazinesi, http://www.dualarhazinesi
.com/2014/08/besmelenin‑faziletleri.html.
35 besmele-i şerifin fazileti: Besmele 35 defa yazılıp eve veya iş yerine asılırsa o yerin bereketi
artar. İş yerinin kazancı çoğalır. Cin, şeytan şerrinden, yangından ve kem gözlerden korunmuş olur. Blessing card offered for sale in a religious goods shop in İzmir in June 2016 and
now in author’s collection.
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Paradise.19 Taken together, these names are intended to capture the unbounded totality and supreme power of God through his many honorific epithets,
several of which praise his ability to provide, preserve, and restore. These and
many other adjectival names praise God’s paramount ability to guide, protect,
and heal the faithful. As a textual product, the asmāʾ al-ḥusnā magnet thus
appears as if a “visual dhikr”—or pious recollection in pictorial form—insofar
as it invites devotees to perform prayerful litanies (sg. wird).20 As a grapheme,
moreover, these ninety-nine names occupy single cells that depict a checkerboard, in a manner similar to the magic square, itself a staple of Islamic occult
arts.21
Although these many amulets fall squarely within Islamic traditions, to what
extent do they reflect their viewer’s religious sentiments and worldview? To
answer this question, I interviewed the restaurant’s owner—to whom I shall
refer by the pseudonym “Iskender”—in August 2015. Iskender informed me
that his father gave these amulets to him and personally placed them in his
restaurant in 2012. Echoing a practice in his home village on the Black Sea,
the placing of these Islamic amulets was a gesture, from father to son, wishing the restaurant protection and prosperity. According to Iskender, running a
restaurant is fraught with perils and uncertainties: for example, a kitchen fire
can consume one’s investment, while the rising cost of foodstuffs erodes the
business’s profits. More recently, especially during and after the Gezi uprisings
of 2013, the Taksim area has witnessed police violence and a harsh economic
downturn. Iskender has thus had to cope with the occasional closing of his restaurant during tear-gas attacks. Additionally, in our COVID-19 pandemic era,
the precarity of his business must be more acute than ever. This adverse turn
of events for the restaurateur requires some extra hope, better luck, and greater
protection. To this end, Iskender told me in 2015, the Qurʾanic amulets may be
of symbolic assistance—just like the miniature Qurʾan hanging in the kitchen
and the garlic suspended above the restaurant’s entrance door.22

19
20
21

22

Al-Ghazālī, The Ninety-Nine Beautiful Names of God, trans. David Burrell and Nazih Daher
(Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 1992), 172.
On the expression “visual dhikr,” see O’Connor, “Popular and Talismanic Uses of the
Qurʾān”; and Leoni, “Sacred Words, Sacred Power,” 65.
On the magic square (wafq), see Schuyler Cammann, “Islamic and Indian Magic Squares
Part 1,”History of Religions 8, no. 3 (1969): 181–209; Schuyler Cammann, “Islamic and Indian
Magic Squares Part 2,” History of Religions 8, no. 4 (1969b): 271–299; Tewfik Canaan, “The
Decipherment of Arabic Talismans,” in Magic and Divination in Early Islam, ed. Emilie
Savage-Smith (Aldershot UK and Burlington VT: Ashgate Variorum, 2004), 125–178; and
Bink Hallum’s chapter in the present volume.
The garlic is believed to act as a dispeller of negative energy and disease in Islamic Proph-
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For Iskender, however, the Islamic amulets are of paramount importance. In
his estimation, the uttering of positive prayers (duas) must wield more power
than belief in the negative nazar (evil eye). Here, Iskender draws a distinction between licit and illicit magic, and, potentially, between Islamic and nonIslamic belief systems. Although he shows a clear preference for identifiably
“Islamic” amulets, he admits that he does not speak, read, or write Arabic, and
their contents therefore remain accessible to him only in Turkish translation, if
available. Despite these items’ system of religious reference, Iskender also tells
me that he does not consider himself particularly devout. As a largely secular individual, he highlights the fact that he does not fast during the month of
Ramadan and enjoys drinking alcohol, especially with his father—the very person who clad the restaurant in a shield of Islamic amulets. Thus, for Iskender,
these laminated cards and magnets do not—and, on account of the language
barrier, cannot—prompt him to utter Arabic prayers drawn from the Qurʾan.
Instead, he notes, they remind him to be “honest” (dürüst) and to do “good”
(iyilik) in his everyday life. They thus act as an encouragement to ethical behavior, a code of conduct that he takes seriously in his personal and professional
life. After all, he tells me, he gives all his leftover food to his employees, the
homeless, and the street dogs and cats of Beyoğlu.
While it might be difficult to detect a particular ordering principle in this
case, Iskender’s approach to amulets—whether these are defined as “Islamic”
or not—proves unexceptional. Many people in Turkey have recourse to protective devices through their dynamic inscription into a religious tradition, even
when rationalist discourses also contribute a dominant paradigm for identity formation. As Iskender’s example shows, the Qurʾan can still hold pride of
place, even in more secular settings. To maximize its baraka, it can be combined freely with miscellaneous apotropaia, including garlic, eye beads, and
even cult images of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (d. 1357/1938), the founding father
of the secular Republic of Turkey.
Consequently, to draw too strict a distinction between “Islamic” and “nonIslamic” amulets would skirt a more complex reality, in which these various
amuletic devices do not merely comprise a hodgepodge of material stuff. More
significantly, they reveal that Qurʾanic and prophetic talismanry can thrive

etic medicine and Anatolian vernacular traditions. Although it caused noxious breath,
garlic was nevertheless used as a curative substance in Islamic traditions of Prophetic
medicine (al-ṭibb al-nabawī). See, e.g., Cyril Elgood, “Tibb-ul-Nabbi or Medicine of the
Prophet,” Osiris 14 (1962): 76 (on garlic relieving the pains of a cold or easing the sting of a
scorpion bite), and 191, no. 123 (for the advice, “Eat garlic, for in it lies the cure for seventy
diseases”).
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alongside vernacular beliefs and laic imagery. As Heinko Henkel reminds us,
“Muslimness, and the discourses regarding it, are hinged to only some aspects
of the heterogeneous realm of material culture.”23 Those aspects and objects
not necessarily encompassed by the Islamic tradition nevertheless are believed
to help harness positive forces and, like garlic, repel the undesirable.

2

Prophetic Baraka: Muḥammad’s Traces and Effects

The production of blessing cards has accelerated in recent years. Since 2015,
many of them depict the Prophet’s relics on their rectos and display Turkishlanguage descriptions of their merits ( faydalar) and virtues ( faziletler) on
their versos. While many of these innovative cards include the representation
of a single Prophetic trace or object—such as Muḥammad’s foot- or sandalprint
and his “noble seal” (mühr-ü şerif )—others depict them as a larger collective,
that is, as a sweeping metonymy for the Prophet’s presence and being. Much
like the hilye, which invites an imagining of Muḥammad through text arranged
in diagrammatic form, these types of representation deftly circumvent figural
representation. The contemporary depiction of the Prophet’s traces and effects
also revives the past by drawing upon older Ottoman Prophet-centered devotional and artistic traditions, while propelling Islamic occult arts toward new,
and increasingly lucrative, horizons.
The Prophet’s “noble seal” (mühr-ü şerif ) is found on several blessing cards,
including the so-called “radiant documents” emulating the older format of
state-issued identity cards (as in Figure 13.3). On such cards, it also constitutes
a subject unto itself, with the seal’s inscribed outline shown on the recto and
its range of virtues enumerated on the verso (Figure 13.5). Most often, the seal
contains Arabic inscriptions that provide the shahāda—the Muslim witnessing of the faith declaring that “There is no god but God, and Muḥammad is His
Prophet”—or, more succinctly, “Muḥammad is the Messenger of God.” The latter is the case in Figure 13.3, where the Prophet’s status as God’s envoy is written
in a lapidary script in emulation of the seal impression left by his signet ring.24

23
24

Heiko Henkel, “The Location of Islam: Inhabiting Istanbul in a Muslim Way,” American
Ethnologist 34, no. 1 (2007): 65.
For a discussion of Muḥammad’s seal, see Venetia Porter et al., Arabic and Persian Seals
and Amulets in the British Museum (London: British Museum, 2011), 1–2; and Christiane
Gruber, “ ‘Go Wherever You Wish, for Verily You are Well Protected’: Seal Designs in Late
Ottoman Amulet Scrolls and Prayer Books,” in Visions of Enchantment: Occultism, Spirituality, and Visual Culture, ed. Daniel Zamani and Judith Noble (London: Fulgur, 2019), 23–35.
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figure 13.5

Laminated blessing card (bereket kartelası) of the prophet Muḥammad’s
“noble seal” (right) and its virtues (left), offered for sale at a religious-goods
shop next to the Eyüp shrine complex, Istanbul, August 2016. Laminated
paper. 11.4 × 7.5 cm
Item now in the author’s collection

The question of their authenticity aside, Muḥammad’s seal and examples of its
impression on several letters attributed to his hand are today preserved in Topkapı Palace, Istanbul.25 These locally-held “blessed trusts” (mübarek emanetler)
associated with the Prophet no doubt inspired these amuletic designs on blessing cards.26
On the one hand, Muḥammad’s “noble seal” was the impression left by
his signet ring, while, on the other, his “seal of prophecy” was a fleshy protuberance located between his shoulder blades, whose circular shape was
likened to a pigeon’s egg or curtain button. This mark left on the Prophet’s
25
26

Hilmi Aydın, Pavilion of the Sacred Relics: The Sacred Trusts, Topkapı Palace Museum, Istanbul (Istanbul: Kaynak Kitaplığı), 98–100.
It also has inspired collegiate-styled silver rings of “the Prophet’s Noble Seal” that are
widely available to a Turkish male clientele. For example, see the various rings (identified as Allah Resulü Muhammed Mührü Şerif gümüş erkek yüzük) offered for sale at gittigidiyor (the Turkish eBay) at: http://www.gittigidiyor.com/arama/?k=m%C3%BChr%C3
%BC+%C5%9Ferif+y%C3%BCz%C3%BCk. The Prophet’s seal impression also appears
as the central logogram in the flag of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS). In the flag
and other ISIS products, it functions as an iconotextual device representing ISIS militants
as “armed” with the Prophet’s authority, inheritance, strength, perhaps even blessing.
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body, Islamic textual sources inform us, allowed the Christian monk Baḥīrā
to recognize Muḥammad’s apostleship well before the beginnings of revelation. In addition, various authors stress its Prophetic baraka. For example, in
his book compiling statements about the physical features and moral characteristics of the Prophet (shamāʾil al-nabī), al-Tirmidhī (d. 279/892), a pupil of
the famous hadith compiler al-Bukhārī (d. 256/870), records its ability to cure
pain upon viewing, convert to Islam upon rubbing, and forgive sins upon kissing.27
The seal depicted in Figure 13.5 probably represents the corporeal trace of
Muḥammad’s prophecy, not the impression left by his signet ring. Inscribed
with the complete shahāda, its virtues are enumerated on its back. The following advice, attributed to al-Tirmidhī (= Tirmizi), is imparted: “Whoever has
performed ablutions and looks at the noble seal in the morning will be protected until evening, whoever looks at it at the beginning of the month will be
protected until the end of the month, whoever looks at it when leaving a place
will be protected until his return. He will pass prosperous and blessed times.
If someone dies within a year of looking at the noble seal, God willing, he will
cross over to the Afterworld with faith.”28 These words of wisdom about visually unlocking the seal’s baraka are credited to al-Tirmidhī and are found also
in Ottoman amuletic depictions of the seal of the Prophet made between the
tenth/sixteenth and thirteenth/nineteenth centuries.29 As a consequence, the
ritualized viewing and interacting with such amuletic images are represented
as emerging from hadith compilation and hence rooted in long-lasting Sunni

27

28

29

Al-Tirmidhī, Shamāʾil al-Nabī, ed. Māhir Yāsīn Faḥl (Beirut: Dār al-Gharb al-Islāmī, 2000),
42–46 (bāb mā jāʾa fī khatam al-nubuwwa); and Hidayat Hosein, “A Translation of AshShama’ʾil of Tirmizi,” Islamic Culture (July 1933): 401–404.
The Turkish text reads in full: “Mührü Şerif’in Fâzileti: Her kim abdestli olarak sabahtan
Mühr-ü Şerif’e baksa, akşama kadar, ayın evvelinde baksa ayın sonuna kadar, yola çıkarken
baksa, gittiği yerden dönünceye kadar, kendisine geçen zamanlar hayırlı ve mübarek olur.
Müfrü [sic] Şerif’e baktığı sene içerisinde ölürse, inşallah iman ile ahirete göçmüş olur.
Tirmizi.”
Among other things, see the minute Ottoman thirteenth/nineteenth-century depiction of
the hilye of the Prophet (on its recto) and his seal of apostleship (on its verso) now held in
the Topkapı Palace Library, G.Y. 1500. The seal includes a citation of al-Tirmidhī encouraging its viewers to look at the seal day and night in order to secure protection from a range
of calamities (Aşk-ı Nebi: Doğumunun 1443. Yılında Hz. Peygamber / Love for the Prophet: The
Prophet Muhammad on the 1443th Anniversary of his Birth [Istanbul: Kültür Sanat Basımevi,
2014], 128, cat. no. 23). For an example dated to the tenth/sixteenth to twelfth/eighteenth
century, see Safwat, The Art of the Pen, 48–50, cat. no. 25; and Francesca Leoni, ed., Power
and Protection: Islamic Art and the Supernatural (Oxford: Ashmolean Museum, 2016), 85,
cat. no. 94.
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Muslim belief and practice—itself carried over, innovated upon, and passed
down by Ottoman and Turkish patrons and artists.
Other contemporary amulets depicting Muḥammad’s relics and traces are
likewise represented as carrying prophylactic powers and being anchored in
long-standing Islamic and Ottoman image-based devotional practices. Today,
the Prophet’s blessed trusts are shown singly or collectively, or as a combination of the two. As such, they are understood as adhering to an acceptable
“Sunna” and promoted as a “normative” form of piety, especially in today’s
Turco-Muslim cultural context and religious worldview. It is widely believed
that their intercessory power (tawaṣṣul)—especially when combined with ritualized behaviors, prayers, and petitionary utterances—help to reach a desired
goal. As object intermediaries laden with talismanic virtue, such items essentially promise Muslim believers rewards for pious thought, speech, and behavior.
Among them, one card (printed by Kabe Basım) that was offered for sale in
Eyüp in 2016 depicts on its recto a selection of Muḥammad’s symbols and relics (Figure 13.6), while its verso includes an outline of his sandalprint filled with
Arabic prayers and accompanied by a Turkish explanatory text. Beginning first
with the recto, the Prophet appears as if an “absent presence”30 through several of his attributes, symbols, and emblems. At the center of the card appears
the green dome of his house/mosque in Medina—itself a geographical marker
of his Prophetic career and place of inhumation—imprinted with his “noble
seal.” The words “Allāh” and “Muḥammad” in Arabic flank the dome’s finial and
function as calligrams that are readily legible even to those who cannot read
the Arabic script. Around this central medallion, moving clockwise from the
upper right corner, appear Muḥammad’s seal, its impression on green paper,
and its container; the impression of his foot (ayak izi) on a silver plaque meant
for hanging on a wall; his leather sandal (nal); his black mantle (hırka) wrapped
in green cloth and nestled in a gold box; a strand of hair from his beard (sakal)
mounted in wax and preserved in a pellucid reliquary; his water cup (kadeh),
which was strengthened with silver plating during the tenth/sixteenth century; and a jeweled container and small glass vial containing soil from his grave
(kabir toprağı).
In addition to recalling Muḥammad through an encyclopedic approach to
his traces, places, and relics, this blessing card copies the color illustrations

30

Expression borrowed from Pierre Centlivres and Micheline Centlivres-Demont, “Une
présence absente: symboles et images populaires du Prophète Mahomet,” in Derrière les
images, ed. Marc-Olivier Gonseth et al. (Neuchâtel: Musée d’Ethnographie, 1998), 139–170.
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Laminated blessing card (bereket kartelası) of the prophet
Muḥammad’s relics, offered for sale at a religious-goods
shop next to the Eyüp shrine complex, Istanbul, August
2016. Laminated paper. 9.5 × 6.5 cm
Item now in the author’s collection
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of each object as reproduced in Hilmi Aydın’s 2004 publication on the sacred trusts held in the Topkapı Palace Museum.31 These images thus not only
record locally held prophetic relics but also borrow directly from a scholarly
publication that is lavishly illustrated with color images. On the one hand,
the sacred trusts per se form the object of local and tourist pious visitation to
the palace museum (and the ceremonial washing of the Prophet’s mantle still
today counts among Ramadan festivities for a small group of special guests).
On the other hand, Aydın’s publication elucidates these relics’ meanings and
uses in Ottoman political and religious life, recording, in particular, how they
were collected, preserved, touched, kissed, washed, worn, and prayed over so
as to activate their protective powers and baraka.32 However inadvertently,
the publication also appears to have triggered popular laminated print copies of these relics, along with a revivification of associated beliefs and practices.
The Prophet’s sandalprint and footprint hold pride of place in contemporary
Turkish blessing cards and other religious paraphernalia. For instance, the card
illustrated in Figure 13.6 includes an outline of Muḥammad’s sandalprint—
filled with simple Arabic-language blessings addressed to Abraham, the
Prophet, and his family, below which a short Turkish-language “how-to” text
describes how to unleash the image’s apotropaic powers. The text promises
that:
Whosoever carries the noble sandal on his person will be protected, by the
permission of God, from the evil targeting him. If it is placed in a house,
the house will be protected from fire and theft. If it is above a woman, it
will ease childbirth by the grace of God. If carried, it improves one’s livelihood and blessings. And whosoever continuously carries it will be granted
visitation (ziyaret) to the Prophet’s grave.

31

32

Aydın, Pavilion of the Sacred Relics, 101 (the seal and its container), 122 (the silver footprint), 127 (the leather sandal); 54 (the mantle); 103 (the beard hair), 140–141 (the cup),
and 196–197 (the soil containers).
For a general discussion of Muḥammad’s relics in Islamic and Ottoman traditions, see
Süleyman Beyoğlu, “The Ottomans and the Islamic Sacred Relics,” in The Great OttomanTurkish Civilization, ed. Kemal Çiçek (Ankara: Yeni Türkiye, 2000), 4:36–44; Josef Meri,
“Relics of Piety and Power in Medieval Islam,” Past and Present 206, suppl. 5 (2010): 97–
120; and Brannon Wheeler, “Collecting the Dead Body of the Prophet Muhammad: Hair,
Nails, Sweat and Spit,” in The Image of the Prophet Between Ideal and Ideology: A Scholarly
Investigation, ed. Christiane Gruber and Avinoam Shalem (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2014), 45–
61.
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Another blessing card of the sandalprint made in 2015 makes similar recommendations:
If the depiction (resim) is next to a person, they are protected from assault,
defeat by enemies, the evil of satans, and the evil eye (nazar). If it is
held in the pregnant woman’s right hand, God will ease childbirth. Magic
and spells (sihir ve büyüler) cannot have an effect on those who carry it.
Whoever carries it continuously will be granted visitation to the Prophet’s
grave. They will see the Prophet in their dreams. They won’t lose in battle,
a ship won’t sink, and a house won’t burn. And if its owner needs help
with any illness, they will undoubtedly receive healing (şifa).
Time and again, devotees are encouraged to carry, wear, or hang an image of
the Prophet’s sandalprint in order to counter evil, disaster, and disease and to
reap benefits, cures, and blessings—above all, visiting the prophet Muḥammad
at his grave and seeing him in a dream vision. This belief in the potential protection afforded by the sandalprint is by no means new or unique in Islamic
lands; rather, it stretches back centuries to the many copies and calques of
Muḥammad’s sandal(s) (sg. naʿl, dual naʿlayn), which were believed to extend
the baraka of the original object. Moreover, in late Ottoman contexts in particular, the sandalprint was promoted as a legal or acceptable (mashrūʿ) symbol of
Sunni learning and as a talisman brimming with special properties (khawāṣṣ),
virtues ( fawāʾid), and benefits (manāfīʿ).33
Today, the Prophet’s sandalprint appears in many formats and media, including as a metal pendant and magnet or embroidered as a chic, minimalist design
on tote bags and turban hats (called kufis). Widely sold in Eyüp’s religiousgoods shops, the turban hats come in various sizes and colors, the sandalprint ornament embroidered in variously tinted threads. Adult customers often
purchase the smaller hats and offer them as gifts to young males embarking
on their first studies in religion, Arabic, or the Qurʾan. One can easily distinguish these young pupils by their sandal-printed turban hats as they wait
33

On Muḥammad’s sandal, see Anastase-Marie de St. Elie, “Le culte rendu par les Musulmans aux sandales de Mahomet,” Anthropos 5 (1910): 363–366, and Christiane Gruber, “A
Pious Cure-All: The Ottoman Illustrated Prayer Manual in the Lilly Library,” in The Islamic
Manuscript Tradition: Ten Centuries of Islamic Book Arts in Indiana University Collections,
ed. Christiane Gruber (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009), 136–137. See also the
Ottoman Turkish sandal poem dated 1872 CE reproduced in Hilmi Aydın, Hırka-i saadet
dairesi ve mukaddes emanetler (Istanbul: Kaynak Kitaplığı, 2004), 130–135, whose verses
promise cure and healing (e.g., p. 133: “Kimi cümle derdine ister deva / Cümlesi de derdine
buldu şifa”).
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figure 13.7

Boys wearing turban hats decorated with the prophet Muḥammad’s sandalprint, Eyüp shrine complex, Istanbul, August 2016
Photograph by the author

in line to attend their weekly classes in the Eyüp complex (Figure 13.7). In
such cases, the sandalprint turban hats suggest visually that the students must
place their heads below the Prophet’s footwear—itself an expression and act
of humility—and also that they must follow in Muḥammad’s steps as they turn
to learning the core teachings and principles of the Prophetic Sunna. If, along
the way, the sandal ornament should provide these pious, studious youngsters
with some extra blessings in their endeavors, then all the better.
Turkish adult males also wear sandalprint turban hats to complete their own
overtly religious looks and outfits, which often include a beard and loosely
fitting shirts and pants. On July 12, 2017, while I was waiting for a cab at the
Topkapı Palace taxi stop, a man wearing such recognizably “Muslim garb”34 and
sporting a turban hat rode his motorcycle to the taxi stop to deliver food to its
drivers. I noticed the sandalprint ornament crowning his headgear and asked
him how and why he came into the hat’s possession; he informed me that he

34

On Islamic vestimentary systems and the crafting of “Muslim looks,” see Emma Tarlo, Visibly Muslim: Fashion, Politics, Faith (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2010).
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purchased it himself at a religious-goods shop in Eyüp. He was drawn especially to its beautiful decoration (süsleme). He explained that he believed that
placing his head under Muḥammad’s sandalprint represents an act of devotion,
a “reason” (sebeb) to live, work, and carry on, despite all of life’s uncertainties
and difficulties. Put simply, the sandal is for him a sebeb: a reason in and of
itself, requiring no further explanation. This said, he added that the sandalprint
might protect him as he whizzes around everyday on his motorcycle delivering
food.
For others—especially the makers and sellers of these types of goods—the
Prophet’s sandal and sandalprint can turn a handsome profit. For example,
Cübbeli Ahmet Hoca (b. 1384/1965), the famous Turkish Muslim preacher based
in the Istanbul district of Fatih, has, in the recent past, promoted the many
blessings of Muḥammad’s sandal. He has written a tract and delivered sermons
on the subject and has even produced real leather sandals emulating those
of the Prophet. In 2017, he spent considerable time encouraging his listeners
to “run, citizen, run to acquire these specially priced, genuine leather sandals
whose benefits are countless and that bring about dreams of the Prophet.”35
The cost of these items? 130 Turkish liras, or the equivalent of about $ 40 at the
time. This was a high price for his middle- to lower-middle-income followers. As
his critics have been quick to point out, the financial gain from these products
enables Cübbeli Ahmet Hoca—the much-beloved and equally-reviled “dealer
in religion” (din tüccarı)—to vacation in the Swiss Alps and jet-ski in Malta.
Regardless of one’s opinion of Cübbeli Ahmet Hoca and his leather replicas
of the Prophet’s sandals, the prophet Muḥammad’s relics present big business
opportunities in Turkey today. They highlight the more commercial aspects of
this type of trade—itself paradigmatic of the country’s larger neoliberal economic landscape—as they intersect with a renewed interest in Islamic and
Ottoman religious and artistic cultures. At the same time, these visual and
material products allow Turkish Muslims to perform their visibly Muslim Sunni
selves in everyday life.36
As a case in point, one may turn to one last blessing card that depicts the
Prophet’s footprint (kadem), printed by Semazen Pazarlama in 2015. Its verso
includes a list of nineteen merits. We read that the footprint protects against
evil people, defeat by one’s enemies, Satan, jealousy (hasûd), and the evil eye
35

36

“Din tüccarı Cübbeli, Peygamberi güya rüyaya getiren terliği 130 Tl ye pazarlamış,” HaberSom, 30 April 2017, http://www.habersom.com/din‑tuccari‑cubbeli‑peygamberi‑guya‑ru
yaya‑getiren‑terligi‑130‑tl‑ye‑pazarlamis/.
This sociological expression is inspired by Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in
Everyday Life (Woodstock: Overlook Press, 1973).
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(nazar). It renders magic (sihir) ineffective, induces dreams of the Prophet,
brings blessing to all buildings, provides assistance if carried in battle, and acts
as a safeguard during a journey. If carried on a boat, the boat won’t sink; if in a
house, the house won’t burn. If its carrier petitions any intermediary (tevessül)
for anything, then they will most certainly attain their desires. If a sick (but not
deceased) person carries it, they will be granted intercession by the Prophet
on the Day of Judgment. At the bottom of the verso, these nineteen merits are
noted as cited directly from the “Saadetü’d-Dareyn, pages 535–536.”
Two details are notable. First, like Muḥammad’s other relics, the footprint
is promoted as an intercessory means (tawaṣṣul) to secure one’s desires and
optimize positive results. In some Muslim traditions, including those propagated in Salafi-Wahhabi contexts, the use of objects and persons (including
the Prophet and saints) to achieve an objective is frowned upon, considered
a blameworthy innovation (bidʿa), and hence forbidden and even punished.
Conversely, these blessing cards highlight a Turkish Sunni Muslim worldview
in which the use of object-based tawaṣṣul is not only permitted but widely
encouraged. As a result, this particular construction of Islamic orthodoxy and
orthopraxy embraces the symbolic power and ritualized use of objects believed
laden with baraka, chief among them the Prophet’s footprint and sandalprint.
Second, the merits of the footprint as included on the blessing card are noted
as excerpted from Shaykh Ibrāhīm al-Samnūdī’s (d. 1314/1897), Kitāb Saʿādat
al-dārayn fī l-radd ʿalā l-firqatayn al-Wahhābiyya wa-muqalladat al-Ẓāhiriyya
(“The bliss of the two abodes in the refutation of the two sects, Wahhabis and
Zahiris”), which was printed in Cairo in 1319/1901. Al-Samnūdī’s opus offers
an outspoken manifesto against Wahhabism. The text articulates a doctrine
of the ahl al-Sunna against Salafism while also promoting belief in tawaṣṣul.
To a certain degree, this position translates in turn into the preservation of
Muḥammad’s relics from Wahhabi destruction and also religiously supports
their reiteration in Muslim practices and products, extending forward to today’s
mass production of the amuletic and talismanic arts.
Blessing cards and other devotional paraphernalia depicting the Prophet’s
relics thrive at the juncture of various cultural, political, and religious forces
at work in Turkey today. As they reiterate Ottoman forms of Islamic devotion,
they engage in an aesthetics of public piety and heritage preservation. Such
forces and practices come together to form a nostalgic form of “pious neoOttomanism.”37 To some critics, this revivalist “Ottomania” is simply obsessed
37

Jeremy Walton, “Practices of Neo-Ottomanism: Making Space and Place Virtuous in Istanbul,” in Orienting Istanbul: Cultural Capital of Europe?, ed. Deniz Göktürk, Levent Soysal,
and İpek Türeli (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 89.
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with, and parasitic on, a glorious bygone past, while, to others, it represents a
positive mining of Ottoman-Muslim civilization and its discursive, artistic, and
material repertoire. For creative entrepreneurs, this past also can be monetized in a capitalist system of supply and demand, yielding copious “prophetic
profits.” As for the pious consumers themselves, these relic cards and objects
are believed to provide guidance and help and even to invoke dream visions
of Muḥammad. They allow numerous Turkish Muslims to stake out a proimage and pro-amulet Sunni position that simultaneously rejects WahhabiSalafi models of proper piety, which otherwise seek to bar the use of intercessory media and the occult arts in general.

3

Nazar Boncuğu: The Eye Bead’s New “Islamic” Twists

In Turkey, evil eye beads (nazar boncuğu) made of blue glass are sold and used
alongside more overtly “Islamic” amulets, such as Qurʾanic verses and images
of the Prophet’s relics.38 These glass objects are believed to protect against and
avert the evil eye. They also function as decorative devices often found hanging
in homes and stores, ornamenting jewelry, and in a wide array of other objects
offered for sale to local consumers and tourists wishing to acquire what is
popularly considered a recognizable “Turkish” souvenir (alongside other favorites, such as “Turkish” delight and “Turkish” coffee). The eye bead has thus
achieved a bivalent status as a “heraldic shield” in its dual role as a national
visual emblem and a quintessential amulet (Figure 13.8).
The belief in the evil eye is neither peculiar to Turkey nor limited to Muslim
lands. It is a universal superstition concerned with the gaze of a jealous individual, whose malefic eye is believed to emit (sometimes deliberately, sometimes involuntarily) negative energy that causes bodily harm, including
death.39 In other words, the evil eye is a “covetous form of looking”40 propelled

38

39

40

For a general discussion of eye beads in Turkey, see Ronald Marchese, ed., The Fabric of
Life: Cultural Transformations in Turkish Society (Binghamton, NY: Global Academic Publishing, 2005), 99–125. Further studies follow below.
See in particular Alan Dundes, “Wet and Dry, the Evil Eye: An Essay in Indo-European and
Semitic Worldview,” in Interpreting Folklore, ed. Alan Dundes (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980), 93–296; and Edward Westermarck, Pagan Survivals in Mohammedan
Civilisation: Lectures on the Traces of Pagan Beliefs, Customs, Folklore, Practices and Rituals
Surviving in the Popular Religion and Magic of Islamic Peoples (Amsterdam: Philo Press,
1973), 24.
Salime Leyla Gürkan, “Nazar [in World Cultures],” Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi, vol. 32 (2006): 443.
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figure 13.8

Booth selling a variety of eye beads, Nazarköy, June 2016
Photograph by the author

by envy—itself a term derived from the Latin invidia, meaning “to look maliciously upon.”41 As a psycho-kinetic force, malevolent envy is believed to target
especially vulnerable people, sensitive places, and transitional states, including
children, pregnant women, animals, and doorways, as well as moments of birth,
illness, pregnancy, and death.42 For these reasons, objects protecting against
the evil eye can be found in many religions and cultures.
In Islamic traditions, the belief in the evil eye can be traced back to the
Qurʾan (68:51), which warns of the piercing power of the enemy’s eyes (abṣār).
Mentions of the malefic glance appear frequently in the hadith, in which
the prophet Muḥammad is recorded as recommending to his followers: “Take
refuge from naẓar in God, because the [touch of the] eye is real.”43 The topic
41
42
43

Helmut Schoeck, “The Evil Eye: Forms and Dynamics of Universal Superstition,” Emory
University Quarterly 11 (1955): 154.
H.Z. Koşay, “Etnoğrafya Müzesindeki Nazarlık, Muska ve Hamailler,” Türk Etnoğrafya Dergisi 1 (1956): 87.
The hadith mentions the fact that the “[evil] eye is real” (al-ʿayn ḥaqq), see, e.g., Ṣaḥīḥ
al-Bukhārī, 39.16 and 76.36; Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim 39.16; and Sunan Ibn Mājah, 31.3635. These and
other mentions of the evil eye can be consulted at https://sunnah.com.
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of the evil eye is taken up by numerous Muslim writers, including Ibn Khaldūn
(d. 808/1406), who held views antagonistic toward magic and superstition. He
nevertheless devotes an entire section to the subject in his Muqaddima (“Introduction [to history]”), in which he describes this mental form of assassination
induced by the gaze:
Another psychic influence is that of the eye, that is, an influence exercised
by the soul of the person who has the evil eye. A thing or situation appears
pleasing to the eye of a person, and he likes it very much. This (circumstance) creates in him envy and the desire to take it away from its owner.
Therefore, he prefers to destroy him.44
Blending local vernacular and sometimes non-Islamic traditions and beliefs
with information drawn from Islamic textual sources, the evil eye has permeated Middle Eastern cultures for centuries. Its prevalence is attested to by
numerous terms and expressions, among them ʿayn in Arabic; nazar or göz
in Turkish; and chashm-i bad (evil eye) and chasm-i ḥasūd (envious eye) in
Persian.45 To counter the malefic gaze, a wide range of talismans have been
made, whose constituent materials include, for example, cowry shells (known
as “eye-crackers”), agate, onyx (known as “father of avarice”), mother-of-pearl,
panther’s claws, pieces of horn, and deer skin.46
In Turkey, blue glass “eye beads” (göz boncuğu) are the preferred format
and material for this evil-averting device. Such beads can be combined with
Fāṭima’s hand, apotropaic spitting, and uttering protective phrases.47 The color
blue is considered especially effective in dispelling and killing negative
44
45

46
47

Ibn Khaldūn, The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, 3 vols., trans. Franz Rosenthal
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1958), 170.
Rachel Parikh, “Evil Eye,” in Islam: A Worldwide Encyclopedia, ed. Cenap Çakmak (New
York: Praeger, 2017), 2:422–423; Ph. Marçais, “ʿAyn,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed.;
Ebrāhīm Šakūrzāda and Mahmoud Omidsalar, “Čašm-zaḵm,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica
https://iranicaonline.org/articles/casm‑zakm‑lit; İlyas Çelebi, “Nazar [in Islam],” in Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi, vol. 32 (2006): 444–446; D. Edwards, “The Evil Eye
and Middle Eastern Culture,” Folklore Annual of the University Folklore Association 3 (1971):
33–41; Bess Allen Donaldson, The Wild Rue: A Study of Muhammadan Magic and Folklore
in Iran (London: Luzac, 1938), 13–23; and Gürkan, “Nazar [in World Cultures].”
Donaldson, The Wild Rue, 20.
Metin Ekici and Pınar Fedakar, “Gelenek, aktarma, dönüşüm ve kültürel endüstrisi bağlamında nazar ve nazar boncuğu (Evil Eye and the Evil Eye Bead in the Context of Tradition, Transmission, Transformation and Cultural Industry),” Milli Folklor 101 (2014): 43–44;
and on Persian traditions of spitting to avert the evil eye, see Donaldson, The Wild Rue,
18.
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energy.48 The reason for this belief is in part due to the rarity of blue eyes among
Turks; as a result, blue-eyed people are thought to have supernatural powers,
including the capacity to emit or absorb nazar.49 As for the shape and image of
the eye itself, it is considered to be able to “throw back” the evil gaze through
the medium of glass, whose mirroring and reflective properties are said to be
especially effective against extramitted rays of covetousness.50 If the glass bead
happens to display a crack—which, due to the material’s fragility, is often the
case—it also is thought to have encountered or repelled an evil gaze.51 These
glass beads thus function as sentinels on active duty, with eyes wide open and
on the lookout for enemy forces to neutralize via both preemptive and defensive means.
While the tradition of nazar boncuğu stretches back for centuries, there
has been a noticeable increase in its production since the middle of the fourteenth/twentieth century.52 While many eye beads are mass produced in China,
more local places and methods of fabrication in Turkey today benefit from support and interest. For example, the town of Nazarköy (literally, “village of eye
beads”), located near the coastal city of Izmir, draws its income almost entirely
from its production of glass eye beads made in traditional kilns. Visitors to Nazarköy travel to the village specifically to amble among the booths displaying
thousands of evil-averting beads. As seen in Figure 13.8, most beads are made
of blue glass and shaped like eyes, with concentric pupils marking their centers.
Other beads meant to protect a domestic space are shaped like houses, while
pairs of fish (called aşık balık, or fish-in-love) are believed to protect married
couples in particular.
Nazarköy is the home of Mahmut Sür, who was recognized in 2012 by
UNESCO as a “Living Human Treasure” for his contributions to the design and
production of beads in the village. Although Sür benefited from traditional
training in glassmaking, he is committed to updating his bead designs and col-

48
49

50
51
52

Çelebi, “Nazar [in Islam],” 445.
Nilgün Çıblak, “Halk kültüründe nazar, nazarlık inancı ve bunlara bağlı uygulamalar,”
Türklük Bilimi Araştırmaları 15 (2004): 111; Ekici and Fedakar, “Gelenek, aktarma, dönüşüm
ve kültürel endüstrisi bağlamında nazar ve nazar boncuğu,” 45.
Westermarck, Pagan Survivals in Mohammedan Civilisation, 39.
Çıblak, “Halk kültüründe nazar, nazarlık inancı ve bunlara bağlı uygulamalar,” 110.
There has been a recent rediscovery of the hamsa motif in Israel after its initial marginalization when the country focused on secularization (Alexandra Nocke, The Place of the
Mediterranean in Modern Israeli Identity [Leiden: Brill, 2009], 132–135). It is possible that
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s reforms in the early decades of the fourteenth/twentieth century
similarly affected the production and usage of talismans in Turkey.
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ors. He reminds us that the “updating of tradition” (geleneğin güncellemesi)53
is necessary—that innovation breathes new life into, rather than corrupts,
“Turkish handicrafts” as these have been passed down through the generations. Today, his studio and kiln provide an experience for tourists, who visit
his garden, drink tea, listen to music, and try their hand at making glass beads.
In such lively surroundings, Nazarköy “has embraced this method of presentation and now [the village] has taken its place in the field of cultural tourism as
a place where tradition remains alive.”54 Reigning supreme among such traditions is the evil-dispelling glass talisman.
Today, eye beads continue to be produced through a creative “updating of
tradition.” While Sür does not specify what such innovations might be, it is
clear that they emerge in part due to financial and religious pressures. When
I visited Nazarköy in August 2016, I spoke at length with the master glassmaker
Uğur.55 He informed me that he and his colleagues are preoccupied with lowering the cost of their products, since they now must compete with evil eye
beads that are cheaply mass-produced in China. Moreover, they must make
beads containing more overtly “Islamic” content. To illustrate this increasing domestic demand for less “pagan-like” amulets, Uğur shared an anecdote
with me. He said that one day a veiled woman told him that she would not
buy an eye bead because such items are “Satan’s eye” (şeytan gözü). However,
she reassured him that she does believe in the injurious power of the human
gaze (nazar), since nazar is mentioned in the Qurʾan. This religious Muslim
woman’s fear of lapsing into pagan or polytheistic superstition is not unique
but is shared and proliferating among some devout Sunni Muslims in Turkey
today.
To remain in business, Uğur and other artisans have had to become even
more innovative than Sür, creating recognizably “Islamic” eye beads for a diversifying clientele. As a consequence, new types of beads have begun to emerge
in the past few years. Instead of containing a cornea and pupil, these novel
products include Arabic-script calligraphic content, such as the names of God
and Muḥammad and various apotropaic Qurʾanic verses, especially āyat alkursī (Figure 13.9). Also offered for sale alongside these newly “Islamized” eye
beads in Nazarköy are Qurʾanic talismans, models of the Kaʿba, and other devo-
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54
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Ekici and Fedakar, “Gelenek, aktarma, dönüşüm ve kültürel endüstrisi bağlamında nazar
ve nazar boncuğu,” 46.
Ekici and Fedakar, “Gelenek, aktarma, dönüşüm ve kültürel endüstrisi bağlamında nazar
ve nazar boncuğu,” 48.
Uğur is a master bead-maker who also manages the Facebook page “Nazarköy Boncuk”
(https://www.facebook.com/nazarkoy.boncuk.7).
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figure 13.9

“Islamized” eye beads inscribed with the name of God (Allāh) and the “Throne
Verse” (āyat al-kursī) in Arabic script, Nazarköy, June 2016
Photograph by the author

tional paraphernalia that one would find more readily in Eyüp. Here and elsewhere then, amulets and talismans still thrive, albeit overlaid increasingly with
signs and symbols more firmly rooted in Islamic tradition. This kind of “updating of tradition,” to borrow Sür’s fitting expression, sheds light on ongoing
anxieties and their creative solutions within the sphere of—and marketplace
for—the occult arts in Turkey today.

4

Islamic Amulets in a “New Turkey”

“Islamized” eye beads are not limited to the village of Nazarköy: they can be
found hanging in private homes, stores, and restaurants and accompanied by
other items for sale in souvenir shops in many Turkish cities. In Istanbul, tourist
stores lining the street heading down to Galata Tower offer many such objects
for sale, including cheap magnets that emulate Turkish traditional ceramic
painting. Some magnets that appeared on the market in the summer of 2016
diverged from the typical fare, however. Instead of tulip and textile designs,
the magnets were covered entirely in Arabic inscriptions, including the names
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Tile magnets decorated with Arabic-script and “Islamic” amuletic
content, offered for sale in a tourist-souvenir shop, close to Galata
Tower, Istanbul, July 2016
Photograph by the author

of Allāh and Muḥammad, the Qurʾanic verses of the throne and evil eye, and
thirty-five basmala (Figure 13.10). Offered at a cost of one Turkish lira (or about
US$0.30 at the time) per piece, these inexpensive items are purchased by local
inhabitants and foreign visitors alike.
The fact that an entire genre of Arabic-script amulets has arisen lately is
suggestive in several ways. First, it points to an “Arab” turn for the local Turkish Muslim population, which is otherwise much more comfortable reading
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Romanized texts. This Arabization of the amuletic arts is echoed in official rhetoric, especially in President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s systematic effort to purge
the Turkish language of European and English words while concurrently reasserting Arabic terminology and pronunciation in the Turkish language.56 The
use of spoken and written Arabic has soared in the past few years, due to the
influx of millions of Syrian refugees, who now call Turkey home. For Erdoğan
and other politicians and cultural entrepreneurs, this linguistic turn is marshalled in support of a larger ideological platform that seeks to align Turkey
with the rest of the Muslim world rather than with the “West.” Consequently,
these types of talismans and amulets no doubt reflect present-day Turkish cultural politics.
Second, blessing cards, eye beads, and other trinkets are not only purchased
by a Turkish clientele that identifies itself as Muslim to one degree or another
(or not at all) but are also acquired by tourists. Ever since the Gezi uprisings of 2013 and especially after the failed military coup of 2016, the number of American and European visitors has declined precipitously. In their
stead, vacationers from Arab states—including Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and the UAE—have become much more common in Istanbul.
Arabic-script “Islamic” amulets, which have multiplied alongside the number
of Arab tourists, probably cater to growing Arabophone Muslim demand. These
types of commercial products, offered at bargain prices, reflect changing demographics and desires as these intersect with the heritage and tourism industries.
Taken together, these contemporary Islamic talismans showcase the fertile
intersections between Muslim devotional life, folk beliefs and practices, consumer capitalism, and the rhetoric of Realpolitik in today’s “New Turkey.” Not
shunned or prohibited, the occult arts prove an innovative and thriving field
of production, bringing financial gain to businessmen and spiritual aid to their
owners. By drawing upon and reasserting Ottoman symbols and a script associated with Islam, these images and objects expand a long tradition of Islamic
occult arts right up to the present day.

56

Burak Bekdil, “Erdoğan: French Words in Turkish are Foreign, Arabic Ones Aren’t,” Middle
East Forum, 4 July 2017, http://www.meforum.org/6797/erdogans‑language‑revolution.
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